FACULTY TRAINING on
BE103 – Introduction to Sustainable Engineering

The training policy of Kerala Technological University (KTU) envisages a three day training every year to all of its faculty based on the training needs. The KTU has identified College of Engineering Trivandrum School of Management as its arm to organise and conduct the training program, for which the details are being worked out. It is proposed to impart the training through Face-to-Face mode as well as Webinars. Face-to-Face program is mainly planned during the semester breaks.

It is felt necessary to conduct training programs in subjects which are introduced afresh in the proposed curriculum. Such a subject identified for the first semester is “BE103 – Introduction to Sustainable Engineering”. It is proposed to have three day workshop on the various aspects of content and delivery of this course from June 18th to 20th, 2015, at the Diamond Jubilee Auditorium at the College of Engineering Trivandrum Campus. The training will be handled by eminent Professors from IIT which will enable the faculty to handle the course effectively to the first Semester students.

The Principals are requested to identify the faculty who will be teaching this subject and depute them for the workshop. The number of faculty to be deputed is limited to two from a college. However, it can be increased by one for institutions having more than five batches.

You are, therefore, requested to send the nominations to Email ID training@ktu.edu.in on or before 10th June 2015 and await further communication from CET School of Management.

Registrar